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Atrial  fibrillation  (AF)  is  the most  frequent  sustained  arrhyth-

mia  and  probably  the most complex  one.  We  are  far  from

understanding  all  mechanisms  involved  in the occurrence

and  persistence  of  AF.  Many  theories  have  been  developed

and  each  one  accounts  for  a  certain  number  of  patients  and

cases,  but  definitively  none  of  them is  inclusive  for  all  cases

of  AF  seen  in  the  clinical  practice.  This  variability  makes  the

therapeutical  approach  also  very  complex.  Which  arrhyth-

mia  represents  which  mechanism  and what  is  the best  option

for  treatment  remains  very  hypothetical.

Many  developments  have occurred  in the knowledge  and

approach  to  this  extremely  relevant  medical  problem.  If you

look  30  years  ago,  our  understanding  of  the disease  was  very

limited.  Today,  thousands  of  investigations  have  clarified  a

lot  the  physiopathology,  the epidemiology,  the  basic  mech-

anisms  and  the  best  therapy  for each  case.  However,  due

to  the  complex  nature  of  this  disease,  many  aspects  remain

unsolved  and  the  real  answers  are still  lacking.

In  this  issue,  the contributions  of  extremely  important

authors  are  devoted  to  understand  some  basic  concepts

on  AF,  but  coming  from  the therapeutical  experience.  The

groups  have  used  different  techniques  to  modify  a  very  spe-

cific  aspect  of  the electrical/anatomical  substrate  and  from
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these  results  some  theories  about  the  physiopathology  of

this  arrhythmia  can be obtained.

The  fact that  many  and  very  different  aspects  are  treated

is  already  a confirmation  that  this  is  a  complex  disease,  hav-

ing  a variable  origin,  several  possible  triggers  and obviously

partial  solutions.

From  the  initial concept of multiple  wavelet  theories  by

Allessie  et  al.1 we  moved  to  the presence  of  foci  mainly

located  in the pulmonary  veins  described  by Haissaguerre

et  al.2 Know,  the theory  of  rotors,  involving  specific  anatom-

ical  areas  of  the atria  introduces  the  concept  that  the

abnormal  electrical  activity  anchors  in  specific  zones  and

maintain  AF.3 Pappone  et  al. was  the  first  to  suggest  that

isolation  of  the pulmonary  veins  would  be the basis  for  AF

elimination.4 In  fact,  this is  the main  final  objective  in  the

majority  of  centres  around  the world  when  an ablation  pro-

cedure  is  undertaken.  Now,  mapping  persistent  AF  is  one  of

the  major  challenges.  Which  part  is  related  to  foci  in the  pul-

monary  veins,  and  can  be eliminated  by  isolation  and  which

part  is  far  from  the pulmonary  veins  and relates  to  other

substrates  and  has  to  be treated  accordingly?

Mapping  and  understanding  persistent  AF might  give  some

clues  to  this discussion.  What  is  the  role  of  ganglionic  plexi  in

triggering  and  maintaining  AF? Can  we  modify  the  behaviour

of  AF  by  ablating the  ganglionic  plexi?  How  would  this  affect

the  rest  of  functions  of  the  myocardium?  Do  we  need single
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shoot  techniques  like  cryoablation  to  eliminate  the  sub-

strate?  Are  these  techniques  safer  than  others?  How  can we

avoid  complications?  Are  we  simplifying  the  message  about

easiness  of  the procedure  of  ablation  in  AF  while  we  are

manipulating  the left atrium  with  all  complications  related

to  it?

In  the  very  last  years  a  lot  of  information  has  become

available  about  the  role  of anatomical  substrate,  basically

fibrosis  in  the  left  atrium  and  how  this modifies  the expected

results  in  AF  ablation.  Some  information  suggests  that  when

the  left  atrium  is too  ill  (significant  amount  of  fibrosis

present)  the  results  of ablation  are so  poor  that probably

it should  not  be  proposed  as  a  reasonable  alternative.  Also,

the  role  of  the  left atrial  appendage,  not  only  as  a contrib-

utor  to  the  prothrombotic  risk  in  AF,  but  also  as  a  source  of

origin  of  foci  or  rotors  that  initiate/perpetuate  AF has  been

questioned.

For all  these  elements,  it is  clear  that  AF is  a  very  life

problem.  We  are still very  far  from  having  the real  answers

to  all  questions.  We  are  still  far  from  having  a magic  solu-

tion  to  this  problem.  In  fact,  probably  the only way  to  tackle

the  problem  is  to  consider  many  problems  having  the same

final  manifestation  that  will  require  many  solutions,  some

of them  will  have  to  be  very  creative  and are still  to  be

imagined.  Researchers,  clinicians,  interventionists  have  a

lot  to  do  before  AF  will  be  a  solved  problem,  as  it is  today

the  case  with  the vast  majority  of  other  supraventricular

arrhythmias.
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